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he FRUS volumes on the “Foundations of Foreign Policy” contain quite a 
heterogeneous mix of primary sources: interesting, and often highly revealing, 
memoranda of conversation primarily, but not exclusively, among U.S. officials; 

analyses and assessments of specific U.S. agencies and officials; well known (and 
sometimes remarkably insipid) speeches and public addresses of the President and 
important members of his Administration.  
 
Bold analyses, blunt comments, and soporific platitudes therefore alternate in the same 
volumes, making for a hiccupped sort of reading. This “Foundations of Foreign Policy, 
1973-76” is no exception. It does not offer sensational revelations and confirms most of 
what historians already knew (or could easily imagine). But it is nevertheless useful in 
reminding us of how speedy, and seemingly inexorable, was the transformation 
undertaken by U.S. foreign-policy making during those four years. The shift from the 
buoyant and self-congratulatory optimism of early 1973 to the disenchanted pessimism 
of 1975-1976 appears to have taken place without obstacles or much reflection.  
 
Most of the documents in the first part of the volume highlight the intention of the 
Nixon administration to capitalize on the successes - perceived, real and, sometimes, 
imaginary - of the previous years: the “peace with honor” allegedly obtained in Vietnam; 
détente with the Soviet Union, and the stability of the international system that should 
have ensued; the opening to China. President Richard Nixon and Secretary of State 
Henry Kissinger were particularly sanguine about the advantages that the new 
relationship with Beijing could bring: “there’s no illusions. Our systems are different 
both with the Chinese and the Russians,” Nixon remarked during a conversation with 
his first emissary to China, Ambassador David Bruce. “They’re better Communists than 
the Russians are today,” Nixon continued. “But, we finally plan to get back to national - 
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natural interests. And the President considers - he’s a man of the Pacific - he considers 
that China and America have a hell of a lot more in common than Russia and America, 
and that is the God’s truth” (49). For Nixon, the relationship with China was “the key to 
peace in the world ... the only thing that” made “the Russian game go” was “just the 
Chinese game” (45). Without invoking God or geography, his National Security Advisor 
(and soon Secretary of State) concurred, and did not miss a chance to lavishly praise 
Chinese leaders’ sophistication, realism, and unique understanding of “the nature of 
politics and power” (156): “let’s not kid ourselves,” Kissinger told his deputy Brent 
Scowcroft in August 1973, “China wants us as a counterweight to the Soviet Union. It is 
a pleasure to do business with them. They are tough, they’re our best NATO ally!” (69).  
 
This love affair with the Chinese regime was matched by the hostile and dismissive 
attitude of Nixon and Kissinger towards traditional allies, such as the Western 
European countries and Japan. Various factors, in addition to shifting geopolitical 
priorities, combined to exacerbate the tensions within the Atlantic alliance or in the 
bilateral relationship between Tokyo and Washington. (“The Japanese are a potentially 
corrosive role internationally,” Kissinger argued in the above-mentioned conversation 
with Scowcroft, “take energy. They are international scavengers ... but they are tuned to 
survival, so as long as the international structure is favorable, they are ok. Only if things 
go wrong will they desert” 70). In the case of the European allies, politics and ideology 
certainly played a role. Kissinger could get along well and, indeed, fall in love with 
learned, no-nonsense Communists like Mao and Zhou Enlai (we now know that his 
infatuation was not reciprocated). He, and the President he served, appeared instead to 
have more problems with democratically elected Socialist and Christian Democratic 
leaders in Europe, whose alleged ingratitude, opportunism, and unreliability they 
frequently, and sometimes publicly, lambasted. Discussing the future of Europe in early 
1973, Nixon was bitter and blunt: “European unity will not be in our interest, certainly 
not from a political viewpoint or from an economic viewpoint. When we used to talk 
about European unity, we were thinking in terms of the men who would be at the top of 
Europe who would be in control. Those men were people that we could get along with. 
Today, however, when we talk of European unity, and when we look far ahead, we have 
to recognize the stark fact that a united Europe will be led primarily by Left-Leaning or 
Socialist heads of government” (24). Again, Kissinger concurred. As he claimed in 
November 1973, “The real problem is that some Europeans want to organize unity 
against the U.S. Perhaps this is based on the idea that they must oppose some one in 
order to achieve this unity” (112). 
 
Political convictions (and prejudices) notwithstanding, two other factors contributed to 
the increasingly deep fissures within the Transatlantic community frequently discussed 
in the pages of this FRUS volume. First, the divide between the United States and its 
European partners over what to do in the Middle East and, second, the objective 
propensity of the latter to free-ride on U.S. protection, except crying wolf when U.S. 
domestic dynamics seemed to place at risk the American commitment to the defense of 
Western Europe. With regard to the Middle East, the October 1973 War and the energy 
crisis represented crucial watersheds. Kissinger harshly denounced the behavior of 
Europe’s NATO members during the war, their inclination to appease the Arabs and 
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cede to the “idea of blackmail by raw material countries” (112). The ensuing partial 
collaboration notwithstanding, what opened then was a rift - a real trans-Atlantic divide 
- that has somehow lasted until today.  Europe’s ambiguity and opportunism on security 
issues, and on détente more generally, added another element of tension in the U.S.-
European relationship. With rare exceptions, mainly on the conservative aisle of the 
political spectrum, Western European political forces supported détente and enjoyed its 
fruits, whether in terms of enhanced security or greater trade with the Soviet bloc. But 
they feared at the same time a consolidation of the U.S.-Soviet condominium and the 
further, indeed definitive, crystallization of the bipolar division of the continent. 
Furthermore, many in Europe looked with great apprehension at a possible 
consequence of this relaxation of Cold War tensions: namely a gradual as well as 
inexorable reduction of the U.S. security commitment and the consequent withdrawal of 
U.S. troops. On this, Kissinger correctly identified a strict interdependence between U.S. 
domestic politics and trans-Atlantic dynamics. Western Europe’s ambiguity and free-
riding somehow stimulated, and legitimated, the various proposals aiming at both 
limiting the U.S. military presence in Europe and delegating greater responsibilities to 
America’s allies (proposals that Nixon and Kissinger, conveniently as well as 
superficially, frequently labelled as examples of a new isolationism). During a meeting 
with the Supreme Allied Commander in Europe, General Andrew Goodpaster, Nixon 
argued that anti-American sentiments and insufficient burden-sharing within NATO 
would advantage those in Congress who wanted to cut NATO forces: “we are in danger 
of not getting enough from Congress,” the President said, “and Europe will encourage 
these forces which will want us to come home” (5). Kissinger was even blunter: “As for 
a prediction about what Europe might become,” he argued during a meeting at the 
Washington Post in March 1974, “I think there is a better than even chance Europe will 
become a historical backwater. Its present course is suicidal” (159). “The Europeans,” 
Kissinger had maintained a few months earlier, “must understand what they are doing. 
They view the U.S. as being inexhaustibly pro-Atlantic. But there are limits to the store 
of our good will. The Europeans should consider the list of possible presidential 
candidates for the next election in the U.S. No one shows up as very pro-European. They 
should reflect on this and understand that the present Administration is more strongly 
Atlantic-minded than future Administrations are likely to be” (115).  
 
This intertwining between the international and the domestic became deeper and more 
intense. Watergate, of course, did not help. It also hindered the ability to conduct an 
effective, and highly centralized, foreign policy. The sense of possibility of early 1973 
gradually vanished, while multiple emergencies - in addition to domestic controversies 
- contributed to give U.S. foreign policy a sort of ad hoc, short term spin, Kissinger’s 
desire to conceptualize and grand-strategize it notwithstanding. With human rights 
powerfully entering Cold War discourse and challenging the short-lived cultural 
hegemony of Kissinger’s realpolitik, détente shattered, at home and abroad, the 
apparent end of the post-1945 energy regime. With all of this, U.S. foreign policy 
appeared to be simply reactive to events and dynamics it could not control or 
effectively manage. As testified by many documents of this volume, the Ford 
administration moved from one front to the other, fending off attacks and criticisms - of 
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weakness, incoherence, immorality - at home while facing multiple crises and an 
increasingly skeptical USSR abroad.  
 
Clearly things had changed, domestically and internationally, and the Ford 
administration faced constraints that limited its ability to conduct a coherent and 
purposeful foreign policy. It would be too simple, however, to neatly separate the two 
phases of the four years under consideration: a period of possibilities and vision (1973 - 
ca. mid-1974) followed by one of confusion, retreat, and inconsistence (ca. mid-1974 - 
1976). As revealed by many documents in this volume, most contradictions and 
dilemmas were there from the very beginning; one could even argue they were intrinsic 
to the model of foreign policy adopted with the election of Nixon and the appointment 
of Kissinger as National Security Advisor. I will therefore conclude this review by 
considering two of these inner contradictions, pre and post mid-1974.   
 
The first is the tension, so marked in Kissinger’s rhetoric, between the emphasis on the 
new limits within which U.S. foreign policy had to operate, and the possibilities, almost 
unlimited, offered by knowledge, grand strategy, and real diplomatic skills. 
Paradigmatic, in this regard, are many speeches and interviews given by Kissinger and 
included in this volume. The integral version of the famous interview with New York 
Times columnist James Reston is a case in point. “As a historian”, Kissinger notoriously 
argued at the beginning of the interview, “one has to live with a sense of the 
inevitability of the tragedy. As a statesman, one has to act on assumption that problems 
must be solved” (235). The follow-up was a constant oscillation between quasi Delphic 
statements conveying reassuring as well as impenetrable erudition and frequent 
reminders that “...there will never be an end to exertion” (239); that “one is not 
immortal...cannot achieve everything,” and that the “process of growing up ... is largely a 
process of learning one’s limit” (239).1  
 
The second contradiction is the one between the growing, and recognized, 
interdependence of the various actors of the international system, and the constantly 
reaffirmed necessity to define, promote, and defend the national interest. 
“Interdependence” was the catchword of the day at the time: it limited possibilities and 
imposed, invariably, additional calculations to any foreign policy decision, given the 
vast, dominoesque reverberations it would inevitably carry. “Interdependence,” 
Kissinger argued in Mexico City in February 1974, was “a fact, not a choice” (146). But 
such declarations were often contradicted, doctrinally and factually. When discussing 
world affairs, Kissinger and Nixon in reality privileged - practically and rhetorically - an 
old style power politics centered on an understanding of the “national interest” as 
quasi-immutable over time as well as impermeable to outside interferences and 

                                                        
1 For a quintessential Kissinger moment in the interview consider the following statement: “If you act 

creatively you should be able to use crises to move the world towards the structural solutions that are 
necessary. In fact, very often the crises themselves are a symptom of the need for a structural rearrangement 
... I feel it is essential that when the United States acts in foreign policy, that it understands first what the 
American national interest is, not only in relation to the specific problem, but in relation to the historical 
evolution from which any solution of a problem starts,” 237. 
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conditionings. This emerges quite clearly in the relations with (and attitude to) the 
European allies or the energy crisis, when Kissinger clearly overrated the U.S. ability to 
impose its positions and create a counter-cartel of oil consuming countries.  
 
Ultimately, one wonders whether the sanguine - and definitely unrealistic - 
interpretation of what was achieved during Nixon’s first term ended up contributing 
not just to the downfall of the President but also to a foreign policy that was often 
messy and incoherent. And one also wonders if one, last interdependence of the period 
happened to be the one between the almost naive self-celebration of 1972-73 - 
epitomized by the star-status achieved by Kissinger - and the sense of confusion and 
retreat of the latter years.  
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